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downloadable course that teaches men how to locate the female G-spot and how to stimulate this highly

sensitive area to bring your partner orgasms. Table of Contents/ List of Topics Covered: - Unlearn all the

negative associations that society in general has been trying to instill in you about sex and begin to enjoy

your body - Learn how to prepare her body for sexual tidal waves - How to turn a few seconds of sexual

release to hour - The 4 sexually erotic positions you can use to reach the G-spot - How to master the 4

cornerstones - Discover the muscle in your bodies that is responsible for ejaculation and how you can

strengthen this muscle to prolong reaching orgasm. - Discover how you can bring her to orgasmic ecstasy

with the slightest of touches - Learn about the mysterious O-Zone - The 10 steps you can put into practice

to create a special erotic place for you and your partner. - Ways you can penetrate your partner for

full-impact G-spot stimulation - Use the step-by-step method that encourages her and you - Discover the

difference between clit orgasms and G-spot orgasms - Learn the difference between full-body orgasms,

multiple orgasms, and extended orgasms - Sexual positions she can adopt to give you unadulterated

access to her G-spot. - The best way you can use Kama Sutra licking - Kama Sutra kissing - Kama Sutra

biting - Kama Sutra sucking and squeezing What You Get: The G-Spot Code - Unlock the Secrets of the

Most Intense Female Orgasm course
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